HOLIDAY CATALOG

HANDMADE for the HOLIDAYS

SEPTEMBER 1, 2015-JANUARY 4, 2016

 Stampin’ Up! inspire.create.share.
Are you like I am during the holidays? You love the magic of the season, you want to make great memories with your family—but as those special days get closer and closer, you find yourself anticipating a few late nights. After all, creating handmade cards and holiday décor takes time . . . right? And so often other activities and plans have to come first. So why stay up late by yourself? From party favors to place settings, from cards to handmade gifts—almost everyone needs something. Why not have a fun get-together with family and friends and create your own holiday magic? You know you’re going to gather with loved ones anyway, so why not help one another, have fun together, and cross one more holiday to-do item off your list? It’s a memory waiting to happen, and who knows, it might become a tradition that you’ll want to repeat year after year! After all, this is a time to celebrate with family and friends. And we think Stampin’ Up!® has just what you need for making those memories. So enjoy, and have a wonderful and merry holiday season!

Shelli Gardner
Cofounder & CEO

Our stamps come in different styles. Classic red rubber stamps are available for permanent mounting on wood blocks or unmounted to use with reusable clear blocks. Or use transparent photopolymer stamps with clear blocks for easy image placement. See p. 2 of the annual catalog for more information.

All stamps are shown at full size unless otherwise noted. Clear blocks sold separately; see p. 176 of the annual catalog.

Many of our products are available in multiple languages. Visit www.stampinup.com/translated to see translated artwork.

Page numbers refer to this catalog unless otherwise noted. The abbreviation AC refers to the 2015–2016 annual catalog.

Look for these video icons throughout the catalog directing you to www.stampinup.com/holiday-videos for informative, inspirational videos.

Visit www.pinterest.com/stampinup to see more project ideas.
LET'S KIT TOGETHER

OUR PROJECT KITS INVITE THE WARMTH OF THE SEASON AS YOU MAKE THEM WITH FRIENDS.

This is the perfect time of year to make something special with friends. Plan an evening together to craft away the stresses of the season—and don’t forget to invite your demonstrator, whose expertise can help you harness your inner creativity.
To You & Yours Shaker Cards Project Kit
139647 $24.00
Makes 18 cards: 6 each of 3 designs. Folded size: 4-1/4” x 5-1/2”. Includes white die-cut card fronts and envelopes; printed foil card bases; window sheets, 3-3/8” x 3-3/4”; gold self-adhesive foil stars; “Joy” and “Merry & Bright” word stickers in 3 languages; Christmas tree and circle stickers; red metallic Baker’s Twine; star sequins; red, green, and gold sequins; dimensional adhesive strips; chunky clear glitter; Stampin’ Dimensionals®.
Cucumber Crush, gold, Real Red, silver, white

Gather with friends and have your demonstrator bring the extra supplies. Or make it on your own with these additional products:
To You & Yours Too Stamp Set (p. 4); Cucumber Crush, Crushed Curry Classic Stampin’ Pads® (AC p. 137, 140); Tuxedo Black Memento Pad (AC p. 163).

To You & Yours Too • 8 photopolymer stamps
139819 $16.00 (suggested clear blocks: a, c, e)
Two-Step • Available in French • Coordinates with To You & Yours Shaker Cards Project Kit (p. 4) • Coordinates with Perfect Pines Framelits™ Dies (p. 16)
Oh What Fun Tag Project Kit
139602 $21.00
Makes 30 tags: 3 each of 10 designs. Includes sheets of tags and shapes; gold and red glitter die-cut shapes; small silver foil snowflakes and doilies; 1" Dotted Lace Trim; Baker’s Twine; Thick Baker’s Twine; silver sequins; large pressed wood gold glittered snowflakes; small gold bows; silver bells.
Garden Green, gold, Mint Macaron, Real Red, silver, Smoky Slate, white

Gather with friends and have your demonstrator bring the extra supplies. Or make it on your own with these additional products: Oh, What Fun Stamp Set (p. 5); Mint Macaron, Garden Green, and Real Red Classic Stampin’ Pads (AC p. 137–138, 140); Fast Fuse Adhesive, Crystal Effects®, Stampin’ Dimensionals, 2-Way Glue Pen (AC p. 156).

Oh, What Fun • 17 photopolymer stamps
140386 $21.00 (suggested clear blocks: a, c, d, g)
Available in French • Coordinates with Oh What Fun Tag Project Kit (p. 5)
Cheer All Year • 10 photopolymer stamps

139839 $25.00 (suggested clear blocks: a, c, h)
Available in French • Coordinates with Season to Season Wreath Project Kit (p. 6) • Coordinates with 1" Circle Punch (AC p. 165), Acorn Builder Punch (p. 45) • Coordinates with Perfect Pines Framelits Dies (p. 16)

Gather with friends and have your demonstrator bring the extra supplies. Or make it on your own with these additional products: Cheer All Year Stamp Set (p. 6); Cajun Craze, Cherry Cobbler, Delightful Dijon, Old Olive Classic Stampin’ Pads (AC p. 137–138, 140); Tuxedo Black Memento Pad (AC p. 163); Multipurpose Liquid Glue (AC p. 156); Bone Folder (AC p. 164); hot glue gun.

Season to Season Wreath Project Kit
139645 $27.00
Makes 1 wreath; includes materials to create 3 interchangeable banners. Includes 13-1/2" foam wreath base; die-cut images; Cajun Craze honeycomb circles; printed wreath leaves; pressed wood feathers; 1-1/4" Burlap Ribbon; 1-1/4" Striped Grosgrain Ribbon; 1-1/4" Subtle Stripes Satin Ribbon; Thick Baker’s Twine; sequins; T-pins.

Basic Black, Cajun Craze, Cherry Cobbler, Very Vanilla, white

Available in French • Coordinates with Season to Season Wreath Project Kit (p. 6) • Coordinates with Perfect Pines Framelits Dies (p. 16)
Witches’ Night • 5 photopolymer stamps
139708 $26.00 (suggested clear blocks: c, e, f, h)

Available in French • Coordinates with Witching Décor Project Kit (p. 7) Coordinates with Lots of Labels Framelits Dies (AC p. 173)
HOME FOR CHRISTMAS

HAND-DRAWN IMAGERY EVOKES THE NOSTALGIC FEELINGS OF CHRISTMAS PAST.

You can make it

Cozy Christmas Stamp Set » p. 9
- Wood-mount 139776 $27.00
- Clear-mount 139779 $19.00

Home for Christmas Designer Series Paper » p. 9
139592 $11.00

Home for Christmas Cardstock Pack » p. 9
139593 $7.00

8-1/2" x 11" Cardstock » AC p. 141
- Very Vanilla • 101650 $8.50

Classic Stampin’ Pads » AC p. 137–138
- Real Red • 126949 $6.50
- Mossy Meadow • 133645 $6.50

Home for Christmas Designer Buttons » p. 9
139639 $6.00

Cording Trim » p. 24
- Gold • 139618 $5.00

2-1/2" Circle Punch » AC p. 165
120906 $18.00
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8-1/2" x 11" Cardstock
- Very Vanilla • 101650 $8.50

Classic Stampin’ Pads
- Real Red • 126949 $6.50
- Mossy Meadow • 133645 $6.50

Home for Christmas Designer Buttons
139639 $6.00

Cording Trim
- Gold • 139618 $5.00

2-1/2" Circle Punch
120906 $18.00
Cozy Christmas • 8 rubber stamps
139776 $27.00 (wood blocks included) 139779 $19.00 (suggested clear blocks: b, d, g)
Available in French

Home for Christmas Designer Series Paper
139592 $11.00
12 sheets: 2 each of 6 double-sided designs. 12" x 12". Acid free, lignin free.
Basic Black, Delightful Dijon, Early Espresso, Mint Macaron, Mossy Meadow, Pacific Point, Pool Party, Real Red, Very Vanilla, Whisper White

Home for Christmas Cardstock Pack
139593 $7.00
24 sheets: 8 each of 3 colors. 8-1/2" x 11". Acid free, lignin free.
Mossy Meadow, Pool Party, Real Red

Real Red Pom Pom Trim
139617 $6.00
Approximately 3/8" wide. 5 yds.

Home for Christmas Enamel Dots
140536 $4.00
72 adhesive-backed pieces. 12 each of 3 colors in 2 sizes: 1/4", 5/16".
Mossy Meadow, Real Red, Very Vanilla

Very Vanilla 1-1/4" Subtle Stripes Satin Ribbon
139616 $8.00
10 yds.

Home for Christmas Designer Buttons
139639 $6.00
30 pieces: 10 each of 3 designs. 1/2", 3/4", 3/4".
Hello Honey, Mossy Meadow, Real Red, white
**Festive Fireplace** • 13 photopolymer stamps

139754 $21.00 (suggested clear blocks: b, c, e, g, h)

Two-Step Coordinates with Festive Fireside Framelits, Hearth & Home Thinlits Dies (p. 10–11)

---

**Festive Fireside Framelits Dies**

139668 $25.00

9 dies. Largest image: 3-1/4" x 7/8". Use with Big Shot" and Standard Cutting Pads (p. 14).

---

Make a hearth using the window piece from the Hearth & Home Thinlits® Dies.
Happy Scenes • 16 photopolymer stamps

139821 $21.00 (suggested clear blocks: b, d, g)

Two-Step • Available in French • Coordinates with Hearth & Home Thinlits Dies (p. 11)

Create a snowy scene card front using Dazzling Diamonds Stampin' Glitter® (AC p. 162) and a Window Sheet (AC p. 148).

Happy Scenes Stamp Set
Hearth & Home Thinlits Dies

Photopolymer 140853 $34.75
Available in French

Hearth & Home Thinlits Dies
139666 $20.00
2 dies. Largest image: 3-7/16" x 2-9/16".
Use with Big Shot and Standard Cutting Pads (p. 14).
Jingle All the Way • 13 rubber stamps

139904 $21.00 (wood blocks included) 139907 $16.00 (suggested clear blocks: a, g, h)
Available in French • Coordinates with Sleigh Ride Edgelits™ Dies (p. 12)

The Sleigh Ride Edgelits Dies are designed to work together. Combine them, flip them, and switch them around to make your own custom scene!

BUNDLE & SAVE 15%

Jingle All the Way Stamp Set
Sleigh Ride Edgelits Dies

Wood-mount 140861 $34.00
Clear-mount 140862 $29.75
Available in French

Sleigh Ride Edgelits Dies
139670 $19.00
Winter Wishes Stamp Set » p. 13
Wood-mount 139742 $25.00
Clear-mount 139745 $18.00

8-1/2” x 11” Cardstock » AC p. 141
- Crumb Cake • 120953 $7.00
- Early Espresso • 119686 $7.00
- Whisper White • 100730 $8.50

Classic Stampin’ Pads » AC p. 137–138, 141
- Crumb Cake • 126975 $6.50
- Early Espresso • 126974 $6.50
- Lost Lagoon • 133644 $6.50
- Old Olive • 126953 $6.50

Gold & White 3/8” Glitter Ribbon » p. 29
139614 $10.00

White Stampin’ Chalk Marker » AC p. 163
132133 $3.50

Baker’s Twine » AC p. 158
- Old Olive • 134579 $3.00

Winter Wishes • 7 rubber stamps
139742 $25.00 (wood blocks included) 139745 $18.00 (suggested clear blocks: b, c, g, h)
CUT OUT STAMPED IMAGES USING THE MAGNETIC PLATFORM

Magnetic Platform
130658 $40.00
Hold your Thinlits and Framelits dies in place for perfect cutting over stamped images.

MAKE A SANDWICH!

Standard Cutting Pad
Die
Single sheet of paper
Standard Cutting Pad
Magnetic Platform

BIG SHOT
CUT IT, EMBoss IT, MAKE IT YOU!

Big Shot Die-Cutting Machine
113439 $110.00
Use the Big Shot with dies or folders to easily cut shapes and add texture to your projects. Includes Standard Cutting Pads and Multipurpose Platform. For more dies and embossing folders, see AC p. 170–175.

MAKE INTRICATE CUTS USING THE NEW PRECISION PLATE

Precision Base Plate
139684 $25.00
This steel plate delivers improved performance with more detailed dies, giving you extra fine cuts.

MAKE A SANDWICH!

Standard Cutting Pad
Die
Single sheet of paper
Precision Base Plate (label down)
Multipurpose Platform
Embellished Ornaments • 7 rubber stamps

139756 $28.00 (wood blocks included) 139759 $20.00 (suggested clear blocks: a, c, d, e)

Available in French Coordinates with Delicate Ornament Thinlits Dies (p. 15)

Embellished Ornaments Stamp Set

Delicate Ornament Thinlits Dies

BUNDLE & SAVE 15%

Embellished Ornaments Stamp Set

Delicate Ornament Thinlits Dies

Wood-mount 140856 $48.25
Clear mount 140857 $41.50

Available in French

Delicate Ornament Thinlits Dies

139667 $29.00

Stamp the tree image.

Use the Framelits die to cut out decorative details.

Use the outline die to cut out the tree shape. Layer so color shows through.
May the peace of Christmas be yours this season and throughout the coming year.

Wishing a season of wonderful moments and warm memories.

Peaceful Pines • 17 photopolymer stamps*  

139728 $26.00 (suggested clear blocks: a, c, d)  

Two-Step • Available in French  Coordinates with Perfect Pines Framelits Dies (p. 16)  

*Double ornament die cuts two pieces at once!
Cup of Cheer • 4 rubber stamps
139762 $23.00 (wood blocks included)  139765 $17.00 (suggested clear blocks: d, h)
Coordinates with 2-1/2” Circle, Scalloped Tag Topper, Ornate Tag Topper Punches (AC p. 165)  Coordinates with Tags & Labels Framelits Dies (AC p. 173)

Curvy Corner Trio Punch
139683 $20.00
Versatile punch cuts 3 different shapes: 2 corners and ribbon slide.

Get creative with the Curvy Corner Trio Punch (p. 18)—cut tag corners, gate-fold cards, ribbon slides, and more!
Christmas Cuties • 7 rubber stamps
139784 $23.00 (wood blocks included) 139787 $17.00 (suggested clear blocks: b, d, e, g)

Archival Stampin’ Pads
Permanent ink perfect for use with watercoloring techniques. Refill: 0.5 fl. oz.
- Basic Black • 140931 $7.00
- Basic Black Refill • 140928 $5.50
- Basic Gray • 140932 $7.00
- Basic Gray Refill • 140929 $5.50

Use our archival inks (p. 19) with Blender Pens (AC p. 163) or Aqua Painters® (AC p. 163) for watercoloring effects.
All Ye Faithful • 5 rubber stamps

139898  $23.00 (wood blocks included)  139901  $17.00 (suggested clear blocks: d, h)

Available in French

Dove of Peace • 1 rubber stamp

139800  $14.00 (wood block included)
Peaceful Wreath • 7 photopolymer stamps
139794 $16.00 (suggested clear blocks: b, e, g)
Two-Step Coordinates with Wonderful Wreath Framelits (AC p. 172)

Wonderful Wreath Framelits Dies • AC p. 172
135851 $25.00

Trim 1-1/4” Burlap Ribbon (AC p. 158) into a narrow strip for a new look on cards or gifts.

Wishing you Peace ...at Christmas

Wishing you Peace...to the world
WINTER WONDERLAND

THE PERFECT BLEND OF SIMPLE ELEGANCE AND A LUXURIOUS TOUCH OF GOLD.

You can make it

Wonderland Stamp Set » p. 23
Wood-mount 139732 $23.00
Clear-mount 140385 $17.00

Whisper White 8-1/2” x 11” Thick Cardstock » AC p. 149
140272 $7.00

Classic Stampin’ Pads » AC p. 139–140
- Garden Green • 126973 $6.50
- Pool Party • 126982 $6.50

Archival Stampin’ Pad » p. 19
- Basic Black • 140931 $7.00

Winter Wonderland Designer Washi Tape » p. 23
139609 $5.00

Snowflake Elements » p. 23
139638 $6.00

Cording Trim » p. 24
- Gold • 139618 $5.00
### Wonderland • 6 rubber stamps

139752 **$23.00** (wood blocks included)  140365 **$17.00** (suggested clear blocks: h, g, h, i)

---

**Silent Night**

All is calm, all is bright

---

**Winter Wonderland Specialty Designer Series Paper**

139588 **$13.00**

12 sheets: 2 each of 5 double-sided designs printed with metallic ink on one side; 1 each of 2 single-sided gold foil designs. 12" x 12". Acid free, lignin free.

*Basic Black, gold, Whisper White*

---

**Winter Wonderland Designer Vellum Stack**

139594 **$10.00**

36 sheets: 3 each of 6 black designs; 3 each of 6 gold foil designs. 6" x 6". Acid free, lignin free.

*Basic Black, gold*

---

**Snowflake Elements**

139638 **$6.00**

24 wooden elements. 8 each of 3 designs. 2 sizes: 1-1/8", 1-1/2".

---

**Winter Wonderland Designer Washi Tape**

139609 **$5.00**

3 rolls: 1 each of 3 gold metallic ink designs. 3/8", 1/2", 5/8" widths. 5 yds. of each design. Lignin free.

*Gold*

---

**Winter Wonderland Embellishments**

139621 **$7.00**

20 embellishments with metallic silver finish and rhinestone center. 9/16"
**Softly Falling Textured Impressions™ Embossing Folder**
139672 $8.50
6” x 6”. Use with Big Shot and Standard Cutting Pads (p. 14).

**Cording Trim**
$5.00 each
Thin trim with metallic shine. 25 yds.
- **Gold** - 139618
- **Silver** - 139620

**Iced Rhinestone Embellishments**
139637 $5.00
24 adhesive-backed rhinestone embellishments. 12 each of 2 sizes: 5/16”, 7/16”.

Use the Basic Black Archival Stampin’ Pad (p. 19) for permanent stamping on Winter Wonderland Specialty Designer Series Paper (p. 23).
Flurry of Wishes • 6 photopolymer stamps*  
139732 $21.00 (suggested clear blocks: c, d, e)  
Available in French Coordinates with Flower Medallion (AC p. 167), Snow Flurry Punches (p. 25)  

*The two small snowflake images in the Flurry of Wishes Stamp Set are a single stamp.
The gift of LOVE, the gift of PEACE, the gift of HEALTH & HAPPINESS...

May all these be yours at CHRISTMAS

'TIS THE SEASON...

WISHING YOU
THE BEST OF TIMES
THIS CHRISTMAS!

TIME FOR TINSEL,
TIME FOR SNOW,
TIME FOR SANTA’S
“HO, HO, HO!”

TIME FOR GIVING,
TIME FOR FRIENDS,
TIME FOR JOY
THAT NEVER ENDS.

Red Foil Sheets
139607 $4.00
Cut with punches or dies for shiny accents.
2 single-sided sheets. 12” x 12”. Acid free.

Real Red Envelope Paper
139604 $6.00
Thin, text-weight paper for making envelopes.
20 sheets. 12” x 12”.

Complete the inside and outside of your Christmas cards with greetings from the Versatile Christmas Stamp Set.

Versatile Christmas • 9 rubber stamps
140389 $27.00 (wood blocks included) 140392 $19.00 (suggested clear blocks: c, g, h)
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Merry Christmas

Wishing you a season of gladness, a season of cheer, and to top it all off—a wonderful year!

Rejoicing WITH YOU...

...AND WISHING YOU EVERY BLESSING AS WE CELEBRATE THE BIRTH OF Jesus our Lord.
Jolly Christmas • 8 rubber stamps
139873 $27.00 (wood blocks included) 139876 $19.00 (suggested clear blocks: b, c, d, g, h)
Available in French

Merry Moments Designer Series Paper Stack
139595 $8.00
Coordinates with Merry Moments Designer Series Paper and Cardstock Pack (AC p. 143).
48 sheets: 24 each of 2 double-sided designs. 6" x 6". Acid free, lignin free.
Cherry Cobbler, Crumb Cake, Mossy Meadow, Old Olive, Real Red, Smoky Slate, Whisper White

Merry Moments Cardstock Pack
139007 $7.00
24 sheets: 8 each of 3 colors. 8-1/2" x 11". Acid free, lignin free.
Cherry Cobbler, Old Olive, Smoky Slate

Reindeer Paper Clips
139873 $4.00
10 gold paper clips. 1-1/2" x 1-1/2".
SEASON OF CHEER

THE SOFT LOOK OF WATERCOLOR CONVEYS THE CHEERFUL FEELINGS OF THE SEASON.

YOU CAN MAKE IT

Joyful Season Stamp Set » p. 29
Photopolymer 139770 $21.00

Season of Cheer Designer Series Paper » p. 29
139590 $11.00

Season of Cheer Cardstock Pack » p. 29
139591 $7.00

Classic Stampin’ Pads » AC p. 138–139
• Pear Pizzazz • 131180 $6.50
• Real Red • 126949 $6.50

Petite Café Gift Bags » AC p. 151
135826 $6.00

Real Red Pompom Trim » p. 9
139617 $6.00

Gold & White 3/8” Glitter Ribbon » p. 29
139614 $10.00
Joyful Season • 11 photopolymer stamps
139770 $21.00 (suggested clear blocks: a, b, d, h)
Two-Step • Available in French

Season of Cheer Designer Series Paper
139590 $11.00
12 sheets: 2 each of 6 double-sided designs. 12” x 12”. Acid free, lignin free.
Cherry Cobbler, Hello Honey, Mossy Meadow, Night of Navy, Pear Pizzazz, Real Red, Soft Sky, Whisper White

Season of Cheer Cardstock Pack
139591 $7.00
24 sheets: 8 each of 3 colors. 8-1/2” x 11”. Acid free, lignin free.
Cherry Cobbler, Pear Pizzazz, Whisper White Thick

Season of Cheer Designer Washi Tape
139611 $8.00
5 rolls: 1 each of 5 designs. 3/8”, 1/2”, 5/8” widths. 5 yds. of each design. Lignin free.
Cherry Cobbler, Hello Honey, Mossy Meadow, Pear Pizzazz, Soft Sky

Gold & White 3/8” Glitter Ribbon
139614 $10.00
5 yards each of gold and white ribbon.
Berry Merry Stamp Set
Boughs & Berries Textured Impressions Embossing Folder
Photopolymer 140875 $20.75

Make your seasonal projects as simple or fancy as you want with the versatile Berry Merry Stamp Set.

Berry Merry • 17 photopolymer stamps
139768 $17.00 (suggested clear blocks: a, d, e, g)
Two-Step • Coordinates with Boughs & Berries Textured Impressions Embossing Folder (p. 30)
Reason for the Season • 10 photopolymer stamps

199730 $21.00 (suggested clear blocks: a, c, d)
Two-Step • Available in French • Coordinates with Festive Flower Builder Punch (p. 31)

Festive Flower Builder Punch
139682 $18.00
Cuts 4 pieces to build flower shapes using cardstock or Designer Series Paper.
Largest petal size: 7/8" wide x 1-3/4" tall.

Reason for the Season Stamp Set
Photopolymer 140847 $33.00
Available in French

BUNDLE & SAVE 15%

Reason for the Season Stamp Set +
Festive Flower Builder Punch
Photopolymer 140847 $33.00
Available in French
Your Presents • 11 rubber stamps

139803 $27.00 (wood blocks included)  139806 $19.00 (suggested clear blocks: a, b, c, d)

Coordinates with 1-1/4" Circle Punch (AC p. 165)  Coordinates with Handpicked Framelits Dies (AC p. 172)

Holidays Fancy Foil Designer Vellum
139597 $11.00
9 sheets: 3 each of 3 single-sided foil designs on vellum. 12" x 12". Acid free, lignin free.
Green, red, silver

1/8" Striped Ribbon
139615 $8.00
5 yards of each color.
Garden Green, Real Red, white

Try the kissing technique: Ink the patterned stamp, then stamp it on the solid stamp to transfer the pattern. Then stamp your project using the solid stamp.
Snow Place • 22 photopolymer stamps

139738 $26.00 (suggested clear blocks: b, d, h)
Two-Step • Available in French Coordinates with Snow Friends Framelits Dies (p. 33)

Mix and match the Snow Friends Framelits (p. 33) accessories to create unique characters.

BUNDLE & SAVE 15%

Snow Place Stamp Set
Snow Friends Framelits Dies
Photopolymer 140844 $45.00
Available in French

Snow Friends Framelits Dies
139664 $27.00
15 dies. Largest image: 2-1/2" x 1-9/16". Use with Big Shot and Standard Cutting Pads (p. 14).
Use the Precision Base Plate (p. 14) for precise cuts with intricate designs, like Christmas Greetings Thinlits Dies.

**Holly Jolly Greetings Stamp Set**
- 22 rubber stamps
  - 139879 $28.00 (wood blocks included)
  - 139882 $20.00 (suggested clear blocks: a, b, d)

*Available in French*

**Christmas Greetings Thinlits Dies**
- 139659 $17.00
  - 3 dies. Largest image: 3-1/4” x 1”. Use with Big Shot, Standard Cutting Pad, and Precision Base Plate (p. 14).

*Available in French*

**BUNDLE & SAVE 15%**

- Holly Jolly Greetings Stamp Set
  - Christmas Greetings Thinlits Dies
  - Wood-mount 140864 $38.25
  - Clear-mount 140865 $31.25

*Available in French*
Looking for a unique gift? Paper Pumpkin™ is an all-inclusive project kit that lets you skip to the fun each month. And our prepaid subscriptions make it easy to keep the creativity coming.

Make great projects like these every month!

PREPAID SUBSCRIPTION
A prepaid subscription is an easy way to share the fun with others. Subscriptions are as low as $17.95 a month (shipping included).

- 1-month 137858 $19.95
- 3-month 137859 $59.85
- 6-month 137860 $113.70 Save $1 per month
- 12-month 137861 $215.40 Save $2 per month

Visit www.stampinup.com/paperpumpkin to buy prepaid subscriptions.

MONTHLY SUBSCRIPTION
You can also pay as you go—$19.95 a month (shipping included).

Visit www.PaperPumpkin.com to sign up.
Project Life® is a simple system for organizing your photos into albums. A few basic products are all you need to get started, so you can spend more time living and less on memory-keeping. To learn more about Project Life, visit www.stampinup.com/projectlife. See more Project Life products on AC p. 49–54, 145–147.

**THE BASICS**

**Project Life Hello December 2015** is a daily journaling solution perfect for keeping track of your special moments throughout December.

**Kraft 6” x 8” Project Life Album**

139655 $10.00

8-3/8” x 8-11/16” x 2-1/16” ring binder. Customizable heavyweight Kraft cover. Use with Variety Pack Project Life Photo Pocket Pages (AC p. 145), sold separately.

**Album • p. 36, AC p. 145**

Choose 6” x 8” or 12” x 12”.

**Photo Pocket Pages • AC p. 145**

Choose from different styles.

**Card Collections • p. 37-38, AC p. 146–147**

Add extra style to your pages.

**Journaling Pens • AC p. 145**

Acid free. 01 and 05 widths.
Project Life Hello December 2015 - 12 photopolymer stamps
139809 $16.00 (suggested clear blocks: a, b, c, h)

Hello December 2015 Project Life Card Collection
139653 $10.00
Includes 71 cards in 2 sizes: 3” x 4” and 4” x 6”. Use with 6” x 8” Photo Pocket Pages to document every day in December.
Visit www.stampinup.com/projectlife to see all our card designs.
Basic Gray, Lost Lagoon, Mint Macaron, Real Red, Very Vanilla

Hello December 2015 Project Life Accessory Pack
139654 $15.00
Includes 3 specialty acetate cards, 3” x 4”; 4 specialty gold glitter cards, 3” x 4”; 1 gold foil sticker sheet; 1 element sticker sheet; 3 gold foil countdown sticker sheets; 1 gold glitter sticker sheet; 2 alphabet sticker sheets; 24 acetate stars; 4 cellophane bags, 3” x 4”; sequins; gold thread, 10 yds.; epoxy stickers; washi tape, 5 yds.
Basic Gray, gold, Lost Lagoon, Mint Macaron, Real Red, Very Vanilla
Project Life Seasonal Snapshot 2015 • 15 photopolymer stamps
139841 $16.00 (suggested clear blocks: a, b, c, h)
Available in French Coordinates with 1” Circle Punch (AC p. 165)

Seasonal Snapshot 2015 Project Life Card Collection
139651 $16.00
Includes 100 double-sided, color-coordinated holiday-themed cards in 3 sizes: 4” x 6”, 4” x 4”, and 3” x 4”. Visit www.stampinup.com/projectlife to see all our card designs.
Basic Black, Cherry Cobbler, Crumb Cake, Island Indigo, Kraft, Old Olive, Tangelo Twist, white

Seasonal Snapshot 2015 Project Life Accessory Pack
139652 $13.00
Includes 5 alphabet sticker sheets; 20 specialty cards, 2” x 2”; 3 element sticker sheets; 7 wood shapes; 4 die-cut wood specialty cards; epoxy stickers; paper clips; sequins; washi tape, 5 yds.
Basic Black, Cherry Cobbler, Crumb Cake, Island Indigo, Kraft, Old Olive, Tangelo Twist, white

French bundle available with translated stamp set and English card collection and accessory pack.
Among the Branches • 13 photopolymer stamps
139823 $17.00 (suggested clear blocks: a, b, d)
Two-Step • Available in French • Coordinates with 2" Circle Punch (AC p. 165) • Coordinates with Woodland Textured Impressions Embossing Folder (p. 39)

Lightly add color to embossed trees using a Sponge Dauber (AC p. 163) and use the Among the Branches Stamp Set (p. 39) to add decorative elements.

BUNDLE & SAVE 15%

Among the Branches Stamp Set & Woodland Textured Impressions Embossing Folder
Photopolymer 140872 $21.50
Available in French

Woodland Textured Impressions Embossing Folder
139673 $8.50
6" x 6". Use with Big Shot and Standard Cutting Pads (p. 14).
Sparkly Seasons • 15 photopolymer stamps

139825 $26.00 (suggested clear blocks: b, c, d, g)
Two-Step Coordinates with Seasonal Frames Thinlits Dies (p. 40)

Seasonal Frame Thinlits Dies

139658 $27.00
8 dies. Largest image: 4-3/8” x 3-1/8”. Use with Big Shot, Standard Cutting Pads, and Precision Base Plate (p. 14).
Square pillow boxes make fun containers for gift cards or 3” x 3” cards.

**Square Pillow Box Thinlits Dies**

139657 $33.00
8 dies. Finished box: 5-15/16” x 4-5/8”.
Use with Big Shot and Standard Cutting Pads (p. 14).

**Square Pillow Box Thinlits Dies**
Wood-mount 140858 $47.50
Clear-mount 140859 $42.50

**A Little Something Stamp Set**

139827 $23.00 (wood blocks included) 139830 $17.00 (suggested clear blocks: a, b)
Coordinates with Square Pillow Box Thinlits Dies (p. 43)
INTO THE WOODS

Earthly colors and hand-painted imagery bring a new dimension to your projects.

You can make it

Thankful Forest Friends Stamp Set » p. 43
Wood-mount 139720 $25.00
Clear-mount 139723 $18.00

Into the Woods Designer Series Paper » p. 43
139586 $11.00

Into the Woods Cardstock Pack » p. 43
139587 $7.00

8-1/2” x 11” Cardstock » AC p. 141
○ Whisper White • 100730 $8.50

Stampin’ Write® Markers » AC p. 138
Brights Assortment • 131259 $29.00

2” Circle Punch » AC p. 165
133782 $18.00

Baker’s Twine » AC p. 158
● Old Olive • 134579 $3.00

Into the Woods Elements » p. 43
139636 $6.50
Thankful Forest Friends • 7 rubber stamps
139720 $25.00 (wood blocks included)  139723 $18.00 (suggested clear blocks: a, b, c, d)

Into the Woods Designer Series Paper
139586 $11.00
12 sheets: 2 each of 6 double-sided designs. 12” x 12”. Acid free, lignin free.
Daffodil Delight, Early Espresso, Mossy Meadow, Old Olive, Rich Razzleberry, Soft Suede, Tangelo Twist, Whisper White

Into the Woods Cardstock Pack
139587 $7.00
24 sheets: 8 each of 3 colors.
8-1/2” x 11”. Acid free, lignin free.
Old Olive, Rich Razzleberry, Soft Suede

Into the Woods 3/8” Cotton Ribbon
139612 $6.00
10 yds.
Rich Razzleberry

Into the Woods Elements
139636 $6.50
30 pieces: 10 each of 3 designs. Wood elements with etched images. Largest piece: 7/8” x 3/4”.

Fine-Tip Glue Pen
138309 $7.00
Perfect for adhering small embellishments, glitter, and small paper cutouts to projects. 1 oz.
Lighthearted Leaves • 10 photopolymer stamps
139712 $26.00 (suggested clear blocks: b, d, e)
Available in French Coordinates with Leaflets Framelits Dies (AC p. 172)

Create a stencil with the Leaflets Framelits Dies (p. 44) and use it to sponge paper with light ink. Then stamp over it in darker ink for a layered ink look.

Leaflets Framelits Dies • AC p. 172
138283 $25.00
Acorn Builder Punch
139681 $18.00
Two-piece punch to build acorn using cardstock or Designer Series Paper. Finished acorn size: 1-1/4" x 1-3/4".

Acorny Thank You Stamp Set
139718 $15.00 (suggested clear blocks: b, c, g)
Two-Step • Available in French Coordinates with Acorn Builder Punch (p. 45) Coordinates with Bitty Banners Framelits Dies (AP p. 172)
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The Happy Haunting product suite is not only perfect for Halloween, but also other fun occasions like monster-themed birthday parties.
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HAPPY HAUNTING

TRADITIONAL HALLOWEEN COLORS INFUSED WITH FUN PATTERNS.

YOU CAN MAKE IT

Sweet Hauntings Stamp Set » p. 47
Wood-mount 139702 $27.00
Clear-mount 139705 $19.00

Happy Haunting Designer Series Paper » p. 47
139584 $11.00

Happy Haunting Cardstock Pack » p. 47
139585 $7.00

Classic Stampin’ Pad » AC p. 137
• Tangelo Twist • 133646 $6.50

Archival Stampin’ Pad » p. 19
• Basic Black • 140931 $7.00

Note Tag Punch » AC p. 166
135860 $18.00

Stapler » AC p. 160
Handheld Stapler • 139083 $10.00
Silver Mini Staples • 135847 $4.00

Thick Baker’s Twine » AC p. 158
• Very Vanilla • 138411 $3.50
**BREWING UP SOMETHING SWEET.**
**A TASTY TREAT FOR YOU TO EAT.**

**Sweet Hauntings • 9 rubber stamps**
- 139702 $27.00 (wood blocks included)
- 139705 $19.00 (suggested clear blocks: b, c, h)
- Coordinates with Note Tag Punch (AC p. 166)

**Happy Haunting Designer Series Paper**
139584 $11.00
12 sheets: 2 each of 6 double-sided designs. 12" x 12". Acid free, lignin free.
*Basic Black, Tangelo Twist, Very Vanilla*

**Happy Haunting Cardstock Pack**
139585 $7.00
24 sheets: 8 each of 3 colors. 8-1/2" x 11". Acid free, lignin free.
*Basic Black, Tangelo Twist, Very Vanilla*

**Happy Haunting Designer Washi Tape**
139608 $5.00
3 rolls: 1 each of 3 designs. 3/8", 1/2", 5/8" widths. 5 yds. of each design. Lignin free.
*Basic Black, Rich Razzleberry, Tangelo Twist*

**Spider Web Dollies**
139622 $4.50
24 black dollies. 4-3/4". Acid free, lignin free.

**Black Glimmer Paper**
139605 $5.00
Preglittered coverweight sheets. 2 sheets: each 12" x 12".
Haunt Ya Later • 7 rubber stamps
139696 $25.00 (wood blocks included) 139699 $18.00 (suggested clear blocks: b, c, d, g)

If the Broom Fits • 1 rubber stamp
139693 $13.00 (wood block included)
Howl-o-ween Treat • 8 rubber stamps
139687 $28.00 (wood blocks included) 139690 $20.00 (suggested clear blocks: b, c, d, g)
Coordinates with 1/2" Circle Punch (AC p. 165) Coordinates with Boo to You Framelits Dies (p. 49)

Boo to You Framelits Dies
139663 $25.00
REWARD YOURSELF

ENJOY BENEFITS LIKE FREE PRODUCTS WHEN YOU HOST A FUN, CREATIVE GET-TOGETHER WITH FRIENDS.

IT’S AS EASY AS 1, 2, 3!

Use Stampin’ Rewards to purchase any products, including specially priced, host-only items (p. 51, AC p. 179–181).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PARTY SALES (CATALOGUE PRICE BEFORE TAX &amp; SHIPPING)</th>
<th>STAMPIN’ REWARDS*</th>
<th>CHOOSE 50% OFF ITEM**</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$150</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$300</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$450</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$600 or more</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Stampin’ Rewards cannot be used on a 50% off item.
**Items that can be purchased with this 50% off include full-priced items and bundles only.
These exclusive sets are only available to hosts! To see our other host offerings, see AC p. 179–181.

**Host: Antique Tags • 6 rubber stamps**

139855 $14.00 ($25.00 value; wood blocks included)  140494 $10.00 ($18.00 value; suggested clear blocks: a, c, g)

Available in French  Coordinates with 2” Circle, Label Bracket, Note Tag, Washi Label Punches (AC p. 365-366)  Coordinates with Chalk Talk Framelits Dies (AC p. 173)

**Host: Six Sayings • 6 rubber stamps**

139849 $15.00 ($27.00 value; wood blocks included)  139852 $11.00 ($19.00 value; suggested clear blocks: c, d, h)

Available in French
To order Stampin’ Up! products, contact your demonstrator:

LIVE YOUR DREAM

BE CREATIVE, SPEND TIME WITH FRIENDS, AND MAKE MONEY? YES, PLEASE!

CONTACT YOUR DEMONSTRATOR TODAY OR VISIT WWW.STAMPINUP.COM/JOIN TO JOIN STAMPIN' UP! FOR JUST $99.

PROPRIETARY RIGHTS IN TRADEMARKS & COPYRIGHTS

The contents of this catalog are protected by federal trademark and copyright registrations. Reproduction of the catalog or any portion thereof is strictly prohibited. Purchasers of Stampin’ Up! products are authorized to sell hand-stamped artwork made with our copyrighted designs only in accordance with Stampin’ Up!’s Angel Policy, a copy of which can be found on the Stampin’ Up! website at www.stampinup.com (under Products-Legal at the bottom of the page), or obtained from a Stampin’ Up! demonstrator. Permission is not granted to mechanically reproduce stamped images.

ORDERING

All products in this catalog may be purchased through a Stampin’ Up! demonstrator. Demonstrators are independent contractors and are not employees of Stampin’ Up! To help your demonstrator ensure accuracy in taking your order, always include item number, description, and price of each item ordered. Your demonstrator will provide you with two copies of your order. Please retain these copies for your personal records. If ordering online, you may print your receipt to keep for your personal records. You have a right to cancel your order within three business days of placing it (five business days of placing the order in Alaska; 15 business days of placing the order for customers age 65 or older in North Dakota). Ask your demonstrator for more details.

For specific details regarding delivery, product guarantees, exchanges and refunds as well as a special limitation that may apply on discontinued or defective products, please see the Stampin’ Up! website at www.stampinup.com.

TRADEMARK OWNERSHIP

Project Life is a registered trademark of Becky Higgins, LLC. Big Shot, Edgelits, Framelits, Textured Impressions, and Thinlits are trademarks of Ellison, Inc. Aqua Painter, Crystal Effects, Inspire. Create. Share., Stampin Dimensionals, Stampin’ Glitter, Stampin’ Pad, Stampin’ Up! and the Stampin’ Up! box logo, and Stampin’ Write are registered trademarks of Stampin’ Up!, Inc. StāzOn is a registered trademark of Tsukineko, LLC.
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Product availability may be limited towards the end of the catalog sales period.